Bright Ideas All in One Place
SAP Concur Community

Have you ever run into a roadblock – whether it’s with a policy
question, implementation best practice, or adoption challenge –
and you just don’t know where to start? The good news is, as an
SAP Concur customer, you never have to go at it alone.
The SAP Concur Community connects customers like you all
around the world, so you can stay ahead of challenges impacting
your organization and find a variety of peer-backed solutions. By
offering platforms to engage in peer collaboration, professional
development, and expert support, your organization can improve
employee experience and get the most value out of your solution.
If you’re ready to take on continual improvement of travel and
spend management, you’re in good company.

I don’t have to do it alone.
There’s a whole community out
there that I can reach out to, that
I can leverage, that I can ask
questions to...
Tonnia Frakes
Associate Director, Accounting
Illumina, Inc.
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The Opportunity to Connect & Collaborate
DIGITAL COMMUNITY
The SAP Concur Community is an online space where customers can engage in
discussions with their peers. Customers can find relevant topics and content to use as
resources, participate in forums and groups, and stay up-to-date on the latest events.

LEADERSHIP COUNCILS
Leadership Councils were created to better understand the unique needs of
organizations. Made up of a select group of customers, these groups advise and
inform on how our solutions can best serve specific communities of customers.
COMMUNITY FORUMS & USER GROUPS
From smaller-scale events to regional and national user groups, Community
Forums provide customers with opportunities to network, share, and learn in a
more intimate and conversational setting.
CUSTOMER ADVOCACY
Our biggest assets are our customers who are passionate about the SAP® Concur®
brand and our products. Share your passion with your peers and prospective
SAP Concur customers through real human connections.

SAP CONCUR FUSION
The annual SAP Concur Fusion user conference brings customers, partners, and
prospects together for educational sessions, including industry-focused learning
opportunities.

To join your peers in conversation, collaboration, and innovation,
sign up for The SAP Concur Community today.
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